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Sources of high-energy cosmic rays are presently unknown, but can be constrained in various ways.
Some of these constraints can be graphically presented on the so-called Hillas diagram. Previous versions
of this diagram determined the range of geometrical sizes and magnetic fields of potential astrophysical
accelerators, taking into account geometrical criteria and radiation losses. In this work, we update the Hillas
diagram for protons, taking into account the losses associated with the pγ and photopair interactions,
relating the allowed regions to the source electromagnetic luminosity. The strongest constraints are
obtained for bright compact sources such as the central regions of active galactic nuclei.
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I. INTRODUCTION

To date, despite many studies on high-energy cosmic
rays and astrophysical neutrinos, their sources are still not
unambiguously determined [1,2]. Therefore, it is important
to impose constraints on the sources’ physical properties to
narrow down the area of their search. The best known
condition is the Hillas criterion [3] or geometry criterion: a
particle must not leave the accelerator region until it has
gained the required energy. It is usually assumed that the
particle is held by the magnetic field and accelerated by the
electric field. The next bound is due to the fact that when a
charged particle moves with acceleration, it certainly
radiates energy. This radiation hinders the accumulation
of energy, so it must also be taken into account when
constraining potential sources of acceleration of ultra-high-
energy particles. These constraints can be represented
graphically in the form of a diagram in which the magnetic
field and source size are plotted, the Hillas diagram. Lines
that meet these criteria limit the allowable range of
parameters of astrophysical sources that are capable of
accelerating particles to the corresponding energies.
Detailed calculations and corresponding diagrams are
presented, e.g., in [4–7].
The purpose of this work is to further narrow down the

class of potential sources of cosmic rays and, as a
consequence, of high-energy neutrinos. To do this, one
can take into account the proton energy loss due to
interaction with source photons. Significant photon con-
centrations are achieved at relatively low energies. Δþ

production and multipion production are taken as the main
contributions to the photohadronic cross section [8]. Also
this work takes into account the Bethe-Heitler process.
Calculation of energy losses for interactions is carried out
assuming that the proton is accelerated by the diffuse
acceleration (for example, shock waves) [9]. For particular
assumptions about radiation fields, these losses are pre-
sented in the Hillas diagram, thereby narrowing down the
area of potential sources that are capable of accelerating
protons to the corresponding energies.

II. ENERGY OF PROTONS AND ENERGY LOSSES

A. Radiation losses

Radiation losses can be composed of the synchrotron and
curvature radiations [10]. In the ultrarelativistic regime, the
latter is generally negligible. The synchrotron losses are
dominant for any generic field configuration; however, in a
very specific regimewhen particle velocity, a magnetic field.
and an electric field are parallel, vkBkE, they vanish, and the
losses are then determined by the curvature radiation. The
synchrotron losses for a proton moving in an astrophysical
source with magnetic field B is given by [5]
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where q is the proton charge, mp is a proton mass, E is the
proton energy, D ¼ 1.5 × 10−29.*sotirov.sa19@physics.msu.ru
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B. Photohadronic interaction

1. Interactions

The most important contribution to the total cross section
is the creation and subsequent decay of Δþ [8,11]:

pþ γ → Δþ →

�
nþ πþ

pþ π0:
ð2Þ

Consideration of the kinematics of the two-particle decay
of Δþ and pion decay gives us that the energy carried away
by the neutrino Eν is about 20 times less than the energy of
the incident proton Ep. In addition, by describing the
resonance condition EpEγt ¼ m2

Δ, one can estimate the
energy of the initial target photon Eγt:

Eγt ≃
m2

Δ
20Eν

; ð3Þ

where mΔ is Δþ mass. It should be noted that this ratio is
written in the reference frame of the source, so the observed
values may differ. Doppler boosting and redshift must be
taken into account for this.
The second contribution is multipion production, which

can be seen as a statistical process [8]. In this case, the
proton loses about 60% of its initial energy.
The total pγ interaction cross section σpγ can be

estimated as the sum of these two channels, as a result
of which an analytical approximation can be used [8]:

σpγðϵrÞKpγðϵrÞ ¼ 70Hðϵr − ϵthrÞ μb; ð4Þ

where ϵr ¼ γpϵð1 − βpμÞ is energy invariant of the inter-
action, which is equal to the photon energy in the proton’s
rest frame (in units of an electron mass), where μ ¼ cos θ, θ
is the angle between the colliding proton and photon
momenta. γp ¼ ð1 − β2pÞ−1=2 is the proton Lorentz factor
in units of a proton mass, ϵ is the energy of the target
photons in units of an electron mass, Kpγ is the inelasticity
of the collision, ϵthr ¼ 390, and H is the Heaviside step
function.

2. Interaction losses

Here the proton energy losses during interaction with the
photons of the medium are calculated. The inverse of the
photohadronic energy-loss timescale for high-energy pro-
tons is given by (in the particle physics c ¼ 1 units) [8]

t−1γp ≅
1

2γ2p

Z
∞

0

nphðϵÞ
ϵ2

dϵ
Z

2γpϵ

0

ϵrσpγðϵrÞKpγðϵrÞdϵr; ð5Þ

where nphðϵÞ is a spectral number density of target photons.
We will consider a spherical source with radius R and

power-law spectrum nph ¼ βϵ−α. The coefficient β can be

expressed in terms of L≥ω (for α > 2) or L̃≥ω (for α ≤ 2),
where L≥ω is the source bolometric luminosity at a photon
energy greater than ω ¼ meϵthr=2γp and L̃≥ω is the same
but for photon energies greater than ω and less than Ω, and
where Ω is the high-energy cutoff of a source spectrum and
me is an electron mass. By using (4) and performing the
integral over the interval from ω to þ∞ (or from ω to Ω in
the case of a hard spectrum) in (5) the expression for the
proton energy losses due to pγ interactions can be obtained
in the form
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¼
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where

K1 ¼ ðα − 2Þ=ðα2 − 1Þ × 10−89; ð7Þ

K2 ¼ 5 × 10−90
�
ln
Ω
ω

�
−1
; ð8Þ

K3 ¼
2 − α

α2 − 1
6α × 10−12α−68Ωα−2: ð9Þ

C. Photopair process

In addition to pγ interaction, it is important for the high-
energy protons’ process [12–14]: pþ γ → pþ e− þ eþ.
The expression for energy loss is obtained in [15]. In a
proton case we have

dE
dt

¼ −αfr2eme

Z
∞

2

dϵ nph

�
ϵ

2γp

�
φðϵÞ
ϵ2

; ð10Þ

where αf is the fine structure constant and re is the classical
electron radius. We take the following fit with the relative
error < 1.5 × 10−3 [16]:

φðϵÞ ≅ π

12

ðϵ − 2Þ4
1þP

4
i¼1 ciðϵ − 2Þi for 2 < ϵ < 25; ð11Þ

where c1 ¼ 0.8048, c2 ¼ 0.1459, c3 ¼ 1.137 × 10−3,
c4 ¼ −3.879 × 10−6, and

φðϵÞ ≅ ϵ
P

3
i¼0 diln

iϵ

1 −
P

3
i¼1 fiϵ

−1 ; for > 25; ð12Þ

where d0 ¼ −86.07, d1 ¼ 50.96, d2 ≅ −14.45, d3 ≅ 2.67,
f1 ≅ 2.91, f2 ¼ 78.35, and f3 ¼ 1837. In the power-law
case nphðϵÞ ¼ βϵ−α we obtain
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FIG. 1. Magnetic field–source size diagram for proton acceleration, assuming a power-law radiation field. The black dotted line is the
Hillas geometric criterion. The dotted blue lines, solid red line, and dot-dashed lines are the limitations associated with losses due to
radiation in a magnetic field and due to interaction with source photons for α ¼ 2.1, α ¼ 2, and α ¼ 1.9, respectively. The lines limit the
range of parameters that the source can have in order to accelerate protons to a given energy. In this case, each graph corresponds to a
certain energy: 1016 eV, 1017 eV, 1018 eV, 1019 eV. In the case of 1016 eV, the region 1þ 2þ 3 corresponds to the region of
parameters ðR; BÞ that a source with luminosity L≥0.9 keV ¼ 1038 erg s−1 can have to accelerate protons up to 1016 eV. Region 2þ 3 is
similar, but for luminosity L≥0.9 keV ¼ 1043 erg s−1. Region 3 corresponds to luminosity L≥0.9 keV ¼ 1048 erg s−1. In the case of 1017 eV,
1þ 2þ 3 corresponds to L≥90 eV ¼ 1038 erg s−1, 2þ 3 corresponds to L≥90 eV ¼ 1043 erg s−1, and Region 3 is for
L≥90 eV ¼ 1048 erg s−1. In the case of 1018 eV, 1þ 2þ 3 corresponds to L≥9 eV ¼ 1038 erg s−1, 2þ 3 corresponds to
L≥9 eV ¼ 1043 erg s−1, and Region 3 is for L≥9 eV ¼ 1048 erg s−1. And finally, in the case of 1019 eV, 1þ 2þ 3 corresponds to
L≥0.9 eV ¼ 1038 erg s−1, 2þ 3 corresponds to L≥0.9 eV ¼ 1043 erg s−1, and Region 3 is for L≥0.9 eV ¼ 1048 erg s−1. For spectra with
α ¼ 2 and α ¼ 1.9 it is assumed Ω ¼ 1015 eV.
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where

C1 ¼ 10−89ðα − 2Þϵα−2thr Ið2Þ; ð14Þ
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IðαÞ ¼
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2

ϵ−αφðϵÞ
ϵ2

dϵ: ð17Þ

D. Acceleration model and constraints on the sources

By analogy with [5], only the diffuse mechanism accel-
eration model is considered here. In the most common
scenarios of such acceleration, the particle moves inside
the accelerator and from time to time receives a portion of
energy as a result of interaction with a shock. Since this
regime assumes a disordered configuration of fields, the
energy losses and radiation will be due only to synchrotron
radiation [4].
Let us consider the propagation of a particle in a

magnetized source medium. The particle acquires energy
due to repeated scattering on a shock, after which the
particle moves for long distances along an approximately
Larmor orbit, while radiating energy and interacting with
low-energy photons of the medium until it again receives a
push from the next shock, and then the process repeats. As
we will see, the maximum energy that a particle has when it
leaves the source depends weakly on the energy that the
particle received directly at the front of a shock and for the
most part is determined by losses.
Let us consider a particle having an initial energy (i.e., at

the front of the shock wave) E0 propagating through a
region of a size R filled with a magnetic field B and leaving
a source. As the particle is moving in the medium, its
energy decreases due to interactions and radiations:

dE
dl

¼ −DE2B2 − KiEξiR−2Li − CiEξiR−2Li; ð18Þ

where l is the distance along the particle trajectory, i ¼ 1, 2,
3. ξ1 ¼ ξ2 ¼ 2, ξ3 ¼ α, L1 ¼ L2 ¼ L≥ω, and L3 ¼ L̃≥ω
[see Eqs. (6) and (13)]. Assuming that the magnetic
field BðlÞ is approximately constant over distances of

the order R. Particle escaping energy E0 is determined
by the integral equationZ

E0

E0

dE
DE2B2 þ R−2LiðKiEξi þ CiEξiÞ ¼ −R; ð19Þ

and the maximum escaping energy Ecr is obtained in the
limit E0 → ∞,

Z
∞

Ecr

dE
DE2B2 þ R−2LiðKiEξi þ CiEξiÞ ¼ R: ð20Þ

Therefore, the region where protons can be accelerated to
energies of 10λ eV is determined by the inequality
Ecr ≥ 10λ eV. Let us graphically depict this inequality
(augmented Hillas diagram).
It is also necessary to take into account the geometric

criterion (Hillas criterion): the Larmor radius of the particle
must not exceed the size of the accelerator; otherwise, the
particle will leave the accelerator before it acquires suffi-
cient energy. It can be represented as an inequality [3]:

E ≤ A

�
B
G

��
R
kpc

�
eV; ð21Þ

where A ¼ 9.25 × 1023. All these constraints for the diffuse
acceleration mode are presented graphically in Fig. 1.

III. DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

A. UHENCRs in central regions of AGNs

With the help of the obtained results, the Hillas diagram
was updated, supplemented by the constraints associated
with the photohadronic and photopair interactions of protons
with source photons. As a result, we have one more source
parameter: luminosity. As can be seen from Fig. 1, lower
luminosity corresponds to a larger allowable range of
parameters for accelerating particles to the corresponding
energy. Therefore, one can try to impose constraints on
compact and at the same time bright sources. Such, for
example, are the central regions of the nuclei of active
galaxies (AGNs).
Let us determine the location of the central regions of the

AGNs on the Hillas diagram. The size of the potential
region of AGNs acceleration is of the order of several
gravitational radii Rs,

R ∼ 5Rs ≈ 5 × 10−8
MBH

108M⊙
kpc; ð22Þ

whereMBH is the black hole mass.MBH varies from 106M⊙
for ordinary galaxies to 1010M⊙ for powerful radio galaxies
and quasars.
The magnetic field near the black hole’s horizon BBH is

highly dependent on the black hole’s mass. A conservative
estimate is obtained, for example, in [17],
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BBH ∼ 108
�
MBH

M⊙

�
−0.5

G: ð23Þ

Real values of BBH are 1–2 orders of magnitude lower,
which will be taken into account in the diagram.
Using expressions (22) and (23), it is possible to graphi-

cally depict the area of parameters of the central regions of
AGNs on the Hillas diagram, which is shown in Fig. 2. It can
be seen from the figure that for some α the central regions of
AGNs with luminosities L≥0.009 eV greater than 1043 erg s−1

cannot accelerate protons up to 1019 eV and higher in the
diffuse acceleration mode. If the luminosity L≥0.09 eV

exceeds 1044 erg s−1, then AGNs cannot accelerate protons
up to 1018 eV and higher. Similarly, for luminositiesL≥0.9 eV

greater than 1045 erg s−1, there is no way to accelerate up
to 1017 eV.
Throughout this paper, we work in the reference frame of

the source photon field (where the photons are isotropic),
and L≥ω (or L̃≥ω) denotes the total 4π luminosity, which is a
Lorentz invariant. For particular sources, especially for
relativistic jets of active galactic nuclei, the Doppler
enhancement of the observable flux should be taken into
account when using observational data to estimate L≥ω (or
L̃≥ω); see, e.g., [8].
It should be noted that all these constraints are made on

the assumption that the source photon distribution is
described by a power-law spectrum and a diffuse

acceleration mode is assumed. Also as can be seen from
expressions (8), (9), (15), and (16), in the case of a hard
spectrum (α ≤ 2), the diagrams become sensitive to the
high-energy cutoff Ω, which is shown in Fig. 3.

FIG. 2. Magnetic field B–source size R diagrams. The blue rectangle is the area of parameters ðR; BÞ that central regions of AGNs can
have. Left: the solid red line limits the range of parameters that sources with luminosities L≥0.009 keV ¼ 1043 erg s−1 can have in order to
accelerate protons up to 1019 eV. The dotted green line limits the range of parameters that sources with luminosities L≥0.09 keV ¼
1044 erg s−1 can have in order to accelerate protons up to 1018 eV. The solid red line limits the range of parameters that sources with
luminosities L≥0.9 keV ¼ 1045 erg s−1 can have in order to accelerate protons up to 1017 eV. Right: lines for different spectral indices α
for 1019 eV and L≥0.009 keV ¼ 1043 erg s−1. For spectrum with α ¼ 1.8 it is assumed Ω ¼ 1015 eV.

FIG. 3. Magnetic field B–source size R diagram for different
high-energy cutoff energies Ω. The lines limit the range of
parameters which sources with L̃≥ω ¼ 1010L⊙ and α ¼ 1.7 can
have in order to accelerate protons up to 1018 eV.
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B. Neutrino channel

Up to this point ultra-high-energy cosmic rays were the
object of our attention. At the same time, high-energy
neutrinos can be produced in charged pion decays born in
proton-photon collisions. These neutrinos can be observed
in experiments, e.g., IceCube, ANTARES, but so far it is
impossible to say unequivocally from what sources they
reach us. Therefore, it is also an important task to know in
which source the neutrino production mechanism is effec-
tive and in which it is not. Having such information, one
can try to narrow down the class of neutrino loud sources.
The ratio of proton and neutrino luminosities can serve

as a quantitative characteristic of the efficiency of neutrino
production Lp=Lν. If this ratio is small, then the neutrino
production mechanism is more efficient; otherwise, fewer
protons interact with photons and, consequently, fewer
neutrinos are produced.
Let us consider the central regions of active galaxies as

sources; for simplicity, we consider them spherically
symmetrical with radius R and photon luminosity L. As
in the previous case, we take the spectral photon density in
the form of a power law, where, for definiteness, the
spectral index α ¼ 2.1. It is assumed that protons are
accelerated in the central regions of the AGNs and interact
only with photons of the source in the Δ-resonant approxi-
mation, as a result of which neutrinos are born in the same
region, which carry away ∼1=20 of the initial proton
energy.
Astrophysical neutrinos with energies of order 10 TeV–

10 PeV are observed experimentally [18–20]. For simplic-
ity, it is assumed that all neutrino sources are the central
regions of the AGNs. Then, in the reference frame of the
source, there should be protons with energies from 0.2 PeV
to 200 PeV. Then, at the same time, for the production of
neutrinos of such energies, source photons from the Δ
resonance approximation with energies from 0.5 eV to
1.1 keV are required. Under these conditions, as an
estimate, consider the following: Lν ≈ pLp=20, where p ∼
Rnσγp is the probability of pγ interacting at the source, n is
the number of photons per unit volume in the energy range
from 0.5 eV to 1.1 keV. The calculation results are shown
in Fig. 4.
It is directly seen from the graph that compact and bright

sources are the most neutrino loud. Moreover, for some
photon luminosities L, neutrino luminosity Lν becomes
comparable with proton luminosity Lp. This means that the
protons actively interact with the source photons, in other
words, the mean-free path is equal to the order of
magnitude to R or even shorter. In such sources, it is much
harder for protons to acquire high energies. Thus, knowing
the size of the assumed neutrino production region of the
AGN, it is possible, using a simple relation, to estimate the
photon luminosity at which the pγ mechanism is effective.
It is important to note that the energy losses due to proton

radiation and the presence of electric and magnetic fields
were not taken into account here.

C. Photon channel

As a result of the pγ interaction, in addition to neutrinos,
high-energy photons (from π0 decays) are born, which
carry away about 1=10 of energy of initial protons. It is also
possible to look in this model for which photons the source
is optically thin or thick. For this, it is necessary to estimate
the optical depth of the source. Also, as in the previous
paragraph, it is assumed that the source is spherically
symmetric with radius R and has a photon bolometric
luminosity L with a power-law spectrum. It is assumed that
gamma rays mainly interact with the source photons,
producing electron-positron pairs.
Photon-photon pair production is a threshold process, the

threshold energy is given by

Etr ¼
2m2

ec4

Eγð1 − cos θÞ ; ð24Þ

The cross section of the reaction σγγ can be integrated and
averaged over the angle of interaction of photons, as a result
of which the cross section can be written in an analytical
form [21]:

σγγ ¼
3σT
2s2

��
sþ 1

2
ln s −

1

6
þ 1

2s

�
lnð ffiffiffi

s
p þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
s − 1

p
Þ

−
�
sþ 4

9
−

1

9s

� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 −

1

s

r 	
; ð25Þ

FIG. 4. The ratio of proton and neutrino luminosities depending
on the bolometric photon luminosity of the source. The results are
presented for various source sizes.
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where s ¼ EγEt=2m2
ec4, Et is the target photon energy, and

σT is the Thomson scattering cross section. The expression
for the optical depth [21]:

τðEγÞ ¼
Z

E2

E1

σγγðEγEÞnphðEÞRdE: ð26Þ

The calculation results are presented in Fig. 5. Within the
framework of this model, it can be said that gamma rays
resulting from the electromagnetic cascades started by pγ
interactions from bright sources will not contribute to
diffuse gamma radiation, which is observed by Fermi
LAT. It can be seen from Fig. 5 that for the central regions
of AGNs with a size R ¼ 10−4 pc and luminosities exceed-
ing 1045 erg=s that they do not contribute to diffuse gamma
radiation. The dependence on the source size is shown at
Fig. 6. All estimates are approximate and are given to
understand the order of magnitude of physical quantities in
this model. It is important to note that for the power-law
spectrum the results depend on the minimal energy Emin.
The results shown in graphs Figs. 4–6 are obtained for
Emin ¼ 0.1 eV. The result for the optical depth strongly
depends on Emin, as shown in Fig. 7.

D. Thermal radiation case

It is also useful to consider the thermal spectrum, which
can approximately describe central regions of AGNs of
temperatures of ∼ð10–100Þ eV [17]. AGNs are potential
sources of astrophysical neutrinos. At the AGN center the
supermassive black hole (SMBH) surrounded by the

accretion disk that emits thermal radiation resides. In this
work it is assumed (see, for example, [22,23]) that proton
acceleration occurs in the SMBH vicinity and then moves
along two jets perpendicular to the accretion disk. During
propagation protons interact with the low-energy photons

FIG. 5. Gamma-ray optical depth in central regions of AGNs
with size R ¼ 10−4 kpc. Each curve corresponds to bolometric
luminosity 1040 erg=s, 1043 erg=s, 1046 erg=s from bottom to
top, respectively, and spectral index α ¼ 2.1.

FIG. 6. Gamma-ray optical depth in central regions of AGNs
with luminosity L ¼ 1044 erg=s and spectral index α ¼ 2.1. Each
curve corresponds to size 10−2 pc, 10−4 pc, 10−6 pc from bottom
to top, respectively.

FIG. 7. Gamma-ray optical depth in the central region of AGNs
for different initial energy Emin with luminosity L ¼ 1043 erg=s,
spectral index α ¼ 2.1, and size R ¼ 10−4 pc. The dashed curve
corresponds to Emin ¼ 10−3 eV, and the solid line corresponds to
Emin ¼ 0.1 eV.
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coming from the accretion disk. As the spectral number
density on the distance Rdist from the disk along the axis we
take (see Appendix)

nph ¼ x2
2π

λ3C

ϵ2

expðϵ=ΘÞ − 1
; ð27Þ

where λ3C is the electron Compton wavelength, Θ ¼ T=me

is the dimensionless temperature of the radiation field, and
x ¼ RAD=Rdist. RAD is the typical accretion disk size that
can be fitted as [24]

RAD ¼ 1015
�

M
108M⊙

�
cm: ð28Þ

Energy losses can be obtained using (4), (5), and (10):

dE
dt

¼ −Q1Θ3ϰðEÞ
�
E
eV

�
−Q2ξðEÞ

�
E
eV

�
−2

−D

�
E
eV

�
2
�
B
G

�
2

eV=s; ð29Þ

where Q1 ¼ 3.82 × 1012, Q2 ¼ 6.5 × 1038,

ϰðEÞ ¼
Z

∞

ω̃
dy

y2 − ω̃2

ey − 1
; ð30Þ

ξðEÞ ¼
Z

∞

2

dϵ
φðϵÞ

expðϵmp=2EΘÞ − 1
; ð31Þ

and ω̃ ¼ meϵthr=2Θγp.

Consider a proton propagating in a jet. Let it interact with
a shock at distance Rdist receive energy E0 and leave the jet
after passing distance R. Similarly, as was done for the
power-law spectrum in the limit E0 → ∞ we obtain Hillas
diagram Fig. 8. The lower the temperature, the larger the
allowable area on the Hillas diagram, since with decreasing

FIG. 8. Magnetic field-size diagram. The red solid line limits the range of parameters at which the proton accelerated by a shock at the
distance Rdist from the accretion disk can leave the accelerator with energy 1019 eV. This is the same for the black dotted line for 1016 eV
(see figure). It is assumed that the SMBH has mass 108M⊙ and the accretion disk has temperature ∼100 eV.

FIG. 9. Magnetic field-size diagram. The red lines limit the
range of parameters at which the proton accelerated by a shock at
the distance Rdist ¼ 10 pc from the accretion disk can leave the
accelerator with energy 1019 eV for different temperatures 40 eV,
70 eV, and 100 eV. It is assumed that the SMBH has mass 108M⊙.
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temperature the photon density (27) decreases and the
proton loses less energy for interaction. Diagrams for
various temperatures are shown in Fig. 9. In particular,
for energy 1019 eV, temperature 2.7 K and x ¼ 1 the
standard Greisen–Zatsepin–Kuzmin cutoff ∼50 Mpc can
be turned out.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In contrast to previous researchers [4,5], in this work, a
constraint was added to the Hillas diagram associated with
the interaction of protons with source photons, as a result of
which the region of allowable parameters becomes smaller,
and the size of the region becomes parametrically depen-
dent on luminosity or temperature. It can be seen from the
obtained diagrams that compact and bright sources can be
constrained most strongly, which was demonstrated with
the central regions of the nuclei of active galaxies. In
particular, a class of central regions of AGNs which cannot
accelerate protons up to 1019 eV, 1018 eV, and 1017 eV
was singled out assuming a power-law radiation field and a
diffuse acceleration mechanism. In the case of a thermal
radiation field, it was also possible to significantly narrow
down the search area for high-energy proton accelerators.
As the next level of limitations, the fact that the size,
magnetic field, and luminosity of the central regions of
AGNs are dependent on each other can serve.
The paper contains all the necessary formulas for

constructing a diagram, so that the reader can build a

diagram for their own needs, for example, if it is necessary
to place a source with a given luminosity on the diagram
and to understand whether the process of acceleration to a
certain energy is possible in it.
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APPENDIX: SPECTRAL PHOTON DENSITY

Consider the disk area element rdφdr at the distance r
from the SMBH. The contribution of such an element to the
photon density at point Rdist along the disk axis is

dnph ¼
1

2π

rdrdφ
r2 þ R2

dist

nðϵÞ; ðA1Þ

where nðϵÞ is the thermal photon density. Then the photon
density at Rdist is

nph ¼
1

4
ln

�
R2
dist þ R2

AD

R2
dist

�
nðϵÞ ≈ 1

4

�
RAD

Rdist

�
2

nðϵÞ: ðA2Þ

The last equality follows from the assumption Rdist ≫ RAD.
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